
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

On Eternal Patrol—March Submarine Losses 

“To perpetuate the memory of our shipmates who gave their lives in the pursuit of 
duties while serving their country. That their dedication, deeds and supreme sacrifice 
be a constant source of motivation toward greater accomplishments.  

 

 

USS Perch (SS-176)   

Lost on March 3, 1942 near Java with no 

immediate loss of life, while on  her 1st 

war patrol. She survived 2 severe depth 

chargings in less than 200 feet of water 

by 3 Japanese destroyers. The crew aban-

doned ship and scuttled her. Of the 61 

officers and men taken prisoner, 53 survived the war. 

http://www.oneternalpatrol.com/uss-perch-176.htm 

http://www.oneternalpatrol.com/uss-perch-announcement.htm 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

USS Grampus (SS-207)   

Lost on March 5, 1943 with the loss of 72 

officers and men, on her 6th war patrol. 

She was lost in Vella Gulf, sunk after 

engaging 2 Japanese Destroyers. 

 

 

http://www.oneternalpatrol.com/uss-grampus-207.htm 

http://www.oneternalpatrol.com/uss-grampus-207-loss.html 

 

 

 

 

 

 

USS H-1 (SS-28)   

Lost on March 12, 1920 with the loss of 4 men as they tried to 

swim to after grounding on a shoal off Santa Margarita Island, off 

the coast of Baja California, Mexico. Vestal (AR-4), pulled H-1 

off the rocks in the morning of 24 March, only to have her sink 45 

minutes later in some 50 feet of water. She was originally named 

the USS Seawolf before becoming H-1. 

http://www.oneternalpatrol.com/uss-h-1-28.htm 

http://www.oneternalpatrol.com/uss-perch-176.htm
http://www.oneternalpatrol.com/uss-perch-announcement.htm
http://www.oneternalpatrol.com/uss-grampus-207.htm
http://www.oneternalpatrol.com/uss-grampus-207-loss.html
http://www.oneternalpatrol.com/uss-h-1-28.htm
http://www.oneternalpatrol.com/uss-perch-176.htm
http://www.oneternalpatrol.com/uss-grampus-207.htm


 

 

 

 

 

 

On Eternal Patrol—March Submarine Losses 

“To perpetuate the memory of our shipmates who gave their lives in the pursuit of 
duties while serving their country. That their dedication, deeds and supreme sacrifice 
be a constant source of motivation toward greater accomplishments.  

 

USS Triton (SS-201)   

Lost on March 15, 1943 with the loss of 

74 men. She was sunk north of the Admi-

ralty Islands during a fight with 3 Japa-

nese Destroyers. Triton was the 1st boat 

to engage the enemy in December 1941 

off Wake Island, sinking 9 ships, 1 sub-

marine and a destroyer. 

 

http://www.oneternalpatrol.com/uss-triton-201.htm 

http://www.oneternalpatrol.com/uss-triton-201-loss.html 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

USS Kete (SS-369)   

Lost on March 20, 1945 with the loss of 87 

officers and men at the end of her 2nd war 

patrol. Probably sunk near Okinawa, by a 

Japanese submarine 

that itself was subsequently lost.  

http://www.oneternalpatrol.com/uss-kete-369.htm 

http://www.oneternalpatrol.com/uss-kete-369-loss.html 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

USS F-4 (SS-23)   

Lost on March 25, 1915 with the lost of 21 men. She foundered 

1.5 miles off of Honolulu when acid corrosion of the lead lining of 

the battery tank let seawater into the battery compartment, causing 

loss of control. She was raised in August 1915. 

http://www.oneternalpatrol.com/uss-f-4-23.htm 

http://www.oneternalpatrol.com/uss-triton-201.htm
http://www.oneternalpatrol.com/uss-triton-201-loss.html
http://www.oneternalpatrol.com/uss-kete-369.htm
http://www.oneternalpatrol.com/uss-kete-369-loss.html
http://www.oneternalpatrol.com/uss-f-4-23.htm
http://www.oneternalpatrol.com/uss-triton-201.htm
http://www.oneternalpatrol.com/uss-kete-369.htm
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“To perpetuate the memory of our shipmates who gave their lives in the pursuit of 
duties while serving their country. That their dedication, deeds and supreme sacrifice 
be a constant source of motivation toward greater accomplishments.  

 

USS Tullibee (SS-284)  

Lost on March 26, 1944 with the loss of 79 

officers and men, on her 4th war patrol. It's 

believed she was a victim of a circular run 

by one of her own torpedoes. The lookout 

was the only survivor and he survived the 

war as a Japanese prisoner. 

http://www.oneternalpatrol.com/uss-tullibee-284.htm 

http://www.oneternalpatrol.com/uss-tullibee-284-loss.html 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

USS Trigger (SS-237)  

Lost on March 26, 1945 with the loss of 

91 officers and men, on her 12th war 

patrol. She was lost during a combined 

attack by Japanese antisubmarine vessels 

and aircraft. Trigger ranked 7th in total 

tonnage sunk and tied for 8th in number 

of ships sunk. 

 

http://www.oneternalpatrol.com/uss-trigger-237.htm 

http://www.oneternalpatrol.com/uss-trigger-237-loss.html 

http://www.oneternalpatrol.com/uss-tullibee-284.htm
http://www.oneternalpatrol.com/uss-tullibee-284-loss.html
http://www.oneternalpatrol.com/uss-trigger-237.htm
http://www.oneternalpatrol.com/uss-trigger-237-loss.html
http://www.oneternalpatrol.com/uss-tullibee-284.htm
http://www.oneternalpatrol.com/uss-trigger-237.htm

